Questions and Answers

Q. Warrant stock 8 ½ 11 with Perf for tri folding: Is the 57,000 quantity represent one item only?

A. It represents the total number of sheets

Q. SWCC Purchase Order Forms and SWCC Invoice forms: Is the quantity of 100 and 55 correct?

A. Yes, we don’t use very many but would order in a minimum quantity to keep on hand. Probably would only order these once every few years.

Q. Additional shipping for Warrant stock: how many cartons are you referring to as additional shipping? The shipping would be different depend on quantity.

A. What we were trying to get at is: a) is there standard or minimum order quantity, b) if so what is that cost per minimum including shipping, c) if any of the locations would have additional shipping rates applied to the per unit rate based on their location. We really just wanted an all in price per unit but if you need to list a per unit price and then list shipping at the bottom in general terms that would be fine.

Q. Are consistent amounts of the various papers and forms ordered each month?

A. No but most school districts do order warrant stock each month so those volumes could be combined into a single run and then shipped separately. If pricing breaks are available at certain tiers, please provide that information as we could get combined numbers for the various districts each month.